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1. Introduction

A large body of research has provided evidence that readers and listeners generate expectations about upcoming content, and in some cases even predict specific words, during language comprehension (for a review, see Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016). The predicted content tends to be processed faster once encountered, presumably due to the pre-activation of concepts or specific words. However, research on predictive processing has focused mainly on processing at the level of syntax and semantics. In the current contribution, we focus on discourse relation predictions, which require comprehenders to establish semantic-pragmatic dependencies (such as cause-consequence, contrast) within and between sentences, as well as across passages.

Previous work suggests that comprehenders can indeed make predictions about upcoming discourse relations (e.g., Asr & Demberg, 2020; Barthel, Tomasello & Liu, 2022; Blumenthal-Dramé, 2021; Crible, 2021; Dery & Koenig, 2015; Hoek, Rohde, Evers-Vermeul & Sanders, 2020; Rohde & Horton, 2014; Scholman, Rohde & Demberg, 2017; Scholman, Demberg & Sanders, 2020; Schwab & Liu, 2020; Xiang & Kuperberg, 2015; Köhne-Fuetterer, Drenhaus, Delogu & Demberg, 2021; Yi & Koenig, 2021). Such relations can be explicitly signalled by discourse connectives and cue phrases such as although or as a result, but they need not be. Most studies have focused on whether readers can use a discourse connective (e.g., because, however) to predict upcoming dependencies and upcoming content, but not whether the prediction pertains to a specific upcoming discourse marker. This is what is investigated in the current contribution.

Whether readers can generate expectations that take the form of specific lexical predictions is still an unresolved question. Results from a range of studies are taken to indicate that comprehenders can indeed predict specific lexical items in certain contexts (DeLong et al., 2005; Köhne-Fuetterer et al., 2021; Van Berkum et al., 2005; Wicha et al., 2004). These studies focus mainly on predictions of gender noun class or phonological form. However, recent studies have challenged this view and suggested that comprehenders may rely more on general expectations and statistical regularities rather than precise lexical predictions. For example, Nieuwland et al. (2018) failed to replicate the effect found in DeLong et al. (2005) in a large-scale replication study.

The current study investigates whether comprehenders generate lexical predictions of specific upcoming contrast markers or content-based expectations of upcoming relations (irrespective of the type of marker that is used). We test this in Dutch, which has multiple pairs of two-part discourse markers:

- “aan de ene kant” (similar to on the one hand and referred to from now on as OT1H) and “aan de andere kant” (on the other hand, OTOH);
- “enerzijds” (also equivalent to on the one hand, referred to as EZ from now on) and “anderzijds” (also meaning on the other hand, referred to as AZ).

The two pairs are highly similar in meaning and usage. These markers typically co-occur with their parallel partner to signal a contrastive dependency: 73% of OT1H occurrences are followed specifically by OTOH, and 88% of EZ occurrences are followed by AZ in the Dutch Sonar corpus (Oostdijk et al., 2013). However, mixing the pairs (e.g., EZ∼OTOH) can happen in natural language as well (1% of occurrences).

We test what form predictions take in a self-paced reading study with three conditions: OT1H~OTOH, EZ~OTOH, and no marker for the first contrastive element followed by OTOH. Under a lexical prediction account, readers pre-activate specific discourse markers based on the form of the marker used to express the first contrastive element, in which case we should see faster reading times on OTOH following OT1H compared to EZ. However, under the relation prediction account, people should expect a contrast relation rather than a particular surface form, in which case any contrastive marker should suffice.
2. Method

Participants. 138 native speakers of Dutch (age range 18-52 years; mean age 27 years; 59 female) participated in this experiment. Data from two additional participants were excluded because they didn’t pass the comprehension question accuracy check (they scored <70%). Participants were recruited via Prolific and received 3.00 GBP for their participation. They were unaware of the purpose of the experiment.

Materials. The experimental stimuli consisted of twelve passages. Each item consisted of an introductory sentence, followed by contrast 1 and contrast 2. Contrast 2 was always marked with OTOH; contrast 1 was marked with OT1H, marked with EZ, or unmarked. The three conditions are illustrated in Passage 1.

(1) De backpackster was haar trip naar Hawaii aan het plannen.
   a. Aan de ene kant leek het haar leuk om daar te surfen. [OT1H]
   b. Enerzijds leek het haar leuk om daar te surfen. [EZ]
   c. Het leek haar leuk om daar te surfen. [∅]

   Aan de andere kant leek het haar ook leuk om te snorkelen in de oceaan.

(The backpacker was planning her trip to Hawaii. [Aan de ene kant / Enerzijds / ∅] / she thought it would be fun to surf there. On the other hand, she thought it also seemed fun to snorkel in the ocean.)

The items were interspersed with 60 filler items for an unrelated study. The stimuli were counterbalanced across three lists, with each story appearing in a different condition in each list. The participants were randomly assigned to one of the lists.

2.1. Procedure

Participants were recruited via Prolific, after which they were directed to a website hosted by PC Ibex (Schwarz & Zehr, 2021), where they completed the moving window self-paced reading experiment. Participants were presented with a verification statement after 25% of the items. The entire study lasted on average 15 minutes.

Reading times were measured on two regions: “Aan de andere kant” (the target OTOH region) and the three words following the target region (the spillover region). We analyzed the reading times on these regions separately in linear mixed effects models with log-transformed reading times. The variable for condition was contrast-coded using simple coding, with the EZ condition being the reference level. A centered covariate of trial order was included in the models to account for any variance due to participants’ reading times speeding up over the course of experiment.

3. Key findings

Figure 1 shows the reading times on the target and spillover region per condition. The results of the linear mixed effect regression models are summarized in Table 1. On the target region, the effect of condition was significant: OTOH was read faster when it followed EZ compared to when no cue was used to express contrast 1. Crucially, there was no significant difference between reading times of OTOH following EZ or OT1H. This suggests that comprehenders readily interpret any type of contrastive marker to express contrast 2, rather than have a preference for the parallel partner matching the contrast 1 marker. The results on the spillover region showed no significant differences between any of the conditions.

---

1To reduce the possibility of rapid expectation adaption effects (i.e. learning effects) throughout the experiment (Fine et al., 2013), we presented a larger number of participants with a smaller number of items.

2Model specification target region: \[ \text{log}(rt) \sim \text{trial} + \text{cond} + (1 + \text{cond}|\text{subject}) + (1 + \text{cond}|\text{item}) \]
Model specification spillover region: \[ \text{log}(rt) \sim \text{trial} + \text{cond} + (1 + \text{cond}|\text{subject}) + (1 + \text{cond}|\text{item}) \]
Figure 1: Mean reading times and error bars (SE) per region and condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Spillover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial order</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition.No cue</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition.OT1H</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Regression coefficients and test statistics from linear mixed-effects models for the effect of condition for each region, Exp. 1. $\alpha$ significant at .025.

4. Discussion

This study was designed to test whether comprehenders predict a specific lexical element to mark contrast2, or whether their predictions are rather at the discourse level, in which case any (appropriate) lexical element marking contrast2 should suffice. The results provide evidence for the latter: OTOH was read faster when contrast1 was marked, but no difference was found between conditions in which EZ or OT1H was used to mark contrast1. The current study therefore does not provide evidence for the all-or-nothing activation of a specific lexical item before it is encountered in the linguistic input. Rather, our results support a graded prediction account, which assumes a formation of partial predictions that do not necessarily include word identity [Luke & Christianson, 2016]. As part of the presentation, we will also report on a follow-up eyetracking-while-reading study that investigates the time-course of the facilitative effect of a connective.

In sum, this contribution establishes expectation-driven effects at the discourse level, showing comprehenders’ awareness of the discourse dependency established by a discourse marker along with their flexibility in identifying and integrating discourse relations with different markers.
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